H20 AGENDA
March 15, 2018

Happiness & Well-Being in
Public Policy
Constructing Sustainable Initiatives

THURSDAY, MARCH 15TH, 2018
8:15 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.

REGISTRATION

MORNING SESSION
8:45 a.m. - 9:15 a.m.

Manuel Schiappa Pietra, Chairman of WOHASU™
Advisory Board and President & CEO of FreeBalance, will
welcome guests and address the agenda theme.

WELCOME ADDRESS

Dr. Eduardo Padrón, President of Miami Dade College, will
share how compassion and inclusion are important virtues
for the well-being of our youth.

SUSTAINABILITY & HAPPINESS IN A FAST CHANGING WORLD
9:15 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

9:30 a.m. - 10:10 a.m.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dr. Jeffrey D. Sachs is a world-renowned professor of
economics, leader in sustainable development, senior UN
advisor, bestselling author, and syndicated columnist
whose monthly newspaper columns appear in more than
100 countries, will frame the meeting agenda exploring
good governance in the 21st Century. (telecast)

Lord Richard Layard, renowned Economist, Co-editor of
the World Happiness Report & Section Chair Global
Happiness Council, Director, Wellbeing Program, Centre
for Economic Performance, London School of Economics,
will discuss the negative effects of mental illness on
happiness and how treatment is cost effective.

*Agenda may be subject to change.
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10:10 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

COFFEE BREAK

PEACE, OPTIMISM & RECONCILIATION

10:30 a.m. - 11:10 a.m.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dr. Tal Ben-Shahar, expert in positive psychology &
best-selling author, will discuss positive psychology in
difficult times: cultivating resilience through the science of
happiness.

11:10 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

Dr. Alejandro Adler, Director of International Education,
University of Pennsylvania Positive Psychology Center,
UN Advisor, will discuss positive education case studies
from around the world and the value implementing
positive psychology practices.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

11:50 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

LUNCH

EXPANDING THE GLOBAL HAPPINESS AGENDA: EXAMPLES,
PRIORITIES & RECOMMENDATIONS

1:00 p.m. - 1:40 p.m.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

President Vicente Fox, 55th President of Mexico, will
share about the importance of compassionate leadership
for a sustainable future.

*Agenda may be subject to change.
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1:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m.
PANEL

The Global Happiness Agenda in Action.
Moderated by Natalia Martinez-Kalinina, General
Manager/Latin America Lead, CIC Miami.
Chude Jideonwo, World Fellow, Yale University & founder
of Joy Inc, will make the case for Joy in Africa by providing
a foundational framework for how harnessing the power of
emotions, against the background of evidence-based
interventions, can help accelerate massive economic and
social change.
Karen Guggenheim, CEO WOHASU™, will share about
the expanding global happiness movement and creating a
platform for sharing the practical implementations of the
science of happiness.
Ismael Cala, founder of CALA Foundation & co-founder of
Latino Impact Summit held at the United Nations, will
discuss the challenges and opportunities for the Latin
American region toward the Sustainable Development
Goals.
Iris Márquez, Director of the Cluster Laguna-Durango at
TecMilenio University, will share about the significance of
positive psychology programs in education.

2:20 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dr. Isaac Prilleltensky, Professor of Psychology and
Educational and Psychological Studies, Mautner Chair in
Community Well-Being, and Vice Provost for Institutional
Culture, University of Miami, will discuss the context of
well-being and fairness.

*Agenda may be subject to change.
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PROGRAM CLOSING
3:00 p.m. - 3:10 p.m.

Program will be closed by Chairman of WOHASU™
Advisory Board and President & CEO of FreeBalance,
Manuel Schiappa Pietra.

WELCOME RECEPTION
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Welcome reception for H20 participants, speakers and
fellow founders will be held at Venetian Pool Coral Gables.

EVENT SPEAKERS
DR. JEFFREY SACHS
American Economist & Director of the Earth Institute at Columbia
University
Dr. Jeffrey Sachs is an American economist and director of the Earth
Institute at Columbia University, a leader in sustainable
development, senior UN advisor, bestselling author, and syndicated
columnist whose monthly newspaper columns appear in more than
100 countries.

LORD RICHARD LAYARD
Programme Director of the Centre for Economic Performance at
the London School of Economics
Lord Richard Layard's early career focused on reducing inequality &
unemployment. Following happiness research begun in the 1970s
by economists like Richard Easterlin at the University of Southern
California, he's written about the economics of happiness, with one
theme being the importance of non-income variables on aggregate
happiness, including mental health.

*Agenda may be subject to change.

EVENT SPEAKERS
DR. EDUARDO PADRON
President of Miami Dade College
An American by choice, Dr. Eduardo J. Padrón arrived in the United
States as a teenage refugee in 1961. Since 1995, he has served as
President of Miami Dade College, the largest institution of higher
education in America. He is credited with elevating MDC into a
position of national prominence among the best and most
recognized U.S. colleges and universities.

KAREN GUGGENHEIM
Founder & CEO of WOHASU™, and Co-Founder of the World
Happiness Summit
Karen is a social entrepreneur who created WOHASU™ LLC as a
commitment towards making a happier world through investing in &
producing initiatives like the World Happiness Summit™, a multidimensional, global gathering of leading experts in the disciplines
that compose the science of happiness & wellbeing, & the H-20
Government Meeting.

PRESIDENT VICENTE FOX
55th President of Mexico
Vicente Fox was elected President of Mexico in the 2000, a
historically significant election since it made him the first president
elected from an opposition party since Francisco I. Since leaving
office, he has been involved in international public speaking
engagements, and the development of CentroFox, a center created
to contribute to the formation of leaders based on social values
through a platform that promotes equity, ideas and actions.

MANUEL SCHIAPPA PIETRA
Chairman of WOHASU™ Advisory Board and President & CEO of
FreeBalance
Manuel Schiappa Pietra is a global executive & entrepreneur with
more than 25 years of successful management experience building
& running companies in the United States, Canada, Europe, South
Africa, & Latin America. With a proven track record, he has held
executive positions on the boards of several international
companies, & is a former President of the International Consortium
on Governmental Financial Management & recipient of Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation’s Next Generation Executive of
the Year Award.
*Agenda may be subject to change.

EVENT SPEAKERS
DR. TAL BEN-SHAHAR
Renowned Expert in Positive Psychology & Multiple Best-Selling
Author
As a lecturer at Harvard University, Dr. Tal Ben-Shahar created the
most popular course in Harvard's history. He consults and lectures
around the world to executives in multinational corporations,
Fortune 500 companies, educational institutions, and the general
public. Topics include leadership, education, ethics, happiness, selfesteem, resilience, goal setting, and mindfulness.

IRIS MARQUEZ
Director of Tecmilenio Laguna Operations
Alumni for the Master’s of Positive Leadership from Tecmilenio &
with an MBA from Tecnológico de Monterrey. Has more than 10
years of experience in the manufacturing industry & then came to
work for the University. Member of the Human Resources Board of
the Laguna region, has worked with the Caterpillar foundation to
mentor 200 young people from the region to create a better life for
themselves. Determined to be a Positive Change Agent in
organizations, instructor for the Institute of Wellbeing & Happiness
programs.

DR. ALEJANDRO ADLER

Director of International Education at the Positive Psychology
Center at the University of Pennsylvania
Dr. Alejandro Adler's research focuses on well-being, education,
skills, and public policy. Currently, he is working with the
governments of countries like Bhutan, Nepal, India, Mexico, Peru,
the UAE, Australia, Jordan, and Colombia to infuse curricula across
schools in these countries with Positive Psychology skills and to
measure the impact of these interventions on youth well-being.

CHUDE JIDEONWO
Co-Founding & Managing Partner of RED
Chude Jideonwo is founder of Joy, Inc, which mainstreams research
& science on human flourishing & positive emotions to transform
the culture & build a new generation focused on the greatest
happiness for the greatest many. All of Joy, Inc.'s profits are
invested in charities. He's been a Forbes 30 under 30 honouree, a
CNBC Young Business Leader of the Year winner, & a World Fellow
at Yale University. His writing & work have been featured on the
BBC, CNN, the Guardian, Aljazeera, the Huffington Post & the
Financial Times.
*Agenda may be subject to change.

EVENT SPEAKERS
NATALIA MARTINEZ-KALININA
Organizational Psychologist & Strategist Focused on Merging
Innovation, Entrepreneurship, & Community Impact
Natalia Martinez-Kalinina focuses on creating connected
communities and vibrant ecosystems, most recently by leading the
expansion of the Cambridge Innovation Center to Miami, seeking to
deepen and nuance the conversation about entrepreneurship, and
build tangible bridges to innovation hubs and Latin America.

ISMAEL CALA
Speaker & Author
Author of the best sellers “La vida es una piñata”, “El analfabeto
emocional”, “El poder de escuchar”, “Un buen hijo de P…” & “El
secreto del bambú”, Ismael Cala was born in Santiago de Cuba
(1969). His preparation at the hand of world icons in terms of
leadership, personal growth & integral wellness, such as: Deepak
Chopra, Tony Robbins, Robin Sharma, John Maxwell, Camilo Cruz,
Chris Gardner and Don Miguel Ruiz, among others. He is co-author
of the book "Beat the Curve", along with Brian Tracy.

DR. ISAAC PRILLELTENSKY
Professor of Psychology & Educational & Psychological Studies,
Mautner Chair in Community Well-Being,
Vice Provost for Institutional Culture, University of Miami
Former Dean of Education & Human Development at the University
of Miami, Isaac Prilleltensky has published eight books and over 120
articles and chapters. His interests are in the promotion of wellbeing in individuals, organizations, and communities; & in the
integration of wellness and fairness. He is the recipient of the 2014
“Lifetime Achievement Award in Prevention” by the Society for
Counseling Psychology, Division 17 of the American Psychological
Association.

*Agenda may be subject to change.

